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CIJIVSCUEUS A;;LIC.~\’1‘IO: uF KEELEE'ELD:

~ bntil we have gorzn through this pedantic application

of the hethod we are not able to apply it irstiactively, so

please try during this term and longer 11‘ rgecessuzy while we

are in the school. to apply the method oonsoioualy — you will

.aver get the opportunity later or: to do so and you will be

quite the usual type of actors, which is not cu: aim - for

this typo of actor we do not need to havé a three year courao -

we could do it in some months with more sketches and plays,

and than we would be ready to act; now is the moment when. you

have to say to yourselves ~ we have the method thooretically,

more or less and now we have to torture ourselves with this

 

conscious application of the method. 3;
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First of all we have the ‘ 'aitive elemcutal‘y desire

or Latino: to act azd we : ‘ .30 eve of two ‘smys - 0.26 way is

the l:'
12::3,m u

,ti..ctlve may without school. without a :1 special (2

 

but the actor \1, my will neat i:-evitably the moment



 

 

":1. Chekhov

when so many grofess anal habits will ta accunulated in his

professioral life. charccteriatic of this way is :hat simul-

taxoously with the accumulation or these habits, comes a cer-

tain stiffness. at the and of which is artistic death. ihis

is the individual way and it is the some for the whole history

of the theatre. If we take the history of the theatre we

shall see the original instinct. and then the different

historical forms it has taken. Aow we are very near to this

death - sometimes we goo more or less brilliant uctczs but

the theatre itself is dead.

other

low thekway i try to induce and seduce you to go

is through Work. In this wey 1193 Knowledge, and work and

effort — krowledge oh one path, and habits on the other - on

one hand it leads '20 inapiration - do you see the difference?

Instinct avd inspiration. Instinct is something which pushes

us forward but it is not yet freedom or creative life —

Inspiration is something which comes only when the conscious-

ness of the human being is wmthy to receive it. Instinct

is :ivon by nature. but inspiration is given as a reward.

If we do not wazt to go this yath of work and know-

ledge we will never get this continuous inspiration which must

be the Sign of‘tho future actor, and the future theatre

whme-m;meemmpmhfimeiswmhb
Luwtwum

remember this and sometimes try to force yotwselves to go

this way - to know and to work on the basis of your knowledge.

1 ADIATIU :
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I want you to radiate evoi'ythin; we have inside. and

this requires again inner ei‘i‘or'tv “her. you are acting your

parts you have to radiate curtain inner cement, - my presence,

my "I am" — if I an a living person I have always to radiate

something, to 88nd somethix'z out. i-leaao remember that you

will gd‘t nothing without effort.

Again we know that the actor‘s being is the full

being, not a part of it. So when we are radiating by moans

of our hand that means that we are radiating out of the

whole being, and the whole Doing it; radiating out of tho hank.

'Ihen or comes the stiffness comes - overcome it and do it

quite freely. ‘Jhera is no necpuaity to be slow or stifl' -

everything can be done wither t th‘liu stiffness.

.‘r‘leaeo try to radiate out of your chests. without

any movements, simply making; this effort without stiffness.

real :owar, believing that the actor's right is to radiate.

Low will you move forward and radiate, and get the real pleasure

to ‘50 present and enjoy it and please recognize it as the means

of actirg. with this ability to radiate you have the right

io car-tor tho stage - without this you are not able to ayeak

to your audience.

'0»: will you please go backward awd radiato with

your back. y 89 'cmei’ul, but 0:: the other ha'd try to overcome

this stiffness. ow try to radiate out 01‘ your whole being,

using your cheot and forehead sud arms and bead and everything,

that you are nectius' someora whom you love a: :1 you say "hello“



 

m. Chekhov may 3, 1938

new say this "hello,“ and try to radiate by means of your voice

as well as your body. \

Exercise. by the conditier that you are not able

to approach each other. and by your voices you must say "hello,“

and that must be eyerything - the only means to radiate is the

voice.\ »ow do it in a low, intimate way so that you cannot

use the power of your voice, only radiation. Aow gradually

add to this low voice. very slowly. moving forward. but use

this movement as a powerful means of radiating to meet each

other. This slow movement is not stiffness. merely the condi-

tion I give you.

Now will you please build a group at once. and this

group will be the means for radietion. More everybody sends

the content of the group out. not individually but the whole

group - a certain kind of oneemble "invitation." This is

the "professional friendship" I went.

STYLE-

Swanieh Eyeniflg:

‘tenly for style. 3 Imagine'that it is our turn

Theatre with the many different entrances. Hhon you enter

the stage you enter from all possible corners. and appear

on the stage. “The Stage Manager lcavee hie troupe to intro-

duce them. he in always in great difficulty becaueo he is

never sure whet tricks they will perform so they are kept

out of the way until the right moment to be presented. no
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is bargaining for his troupe. The troupe are looking at the

stage to see what kind of séttings could be made from the

heap of stuff in the middle of the stage. All this must be

dame in the dancing. jumping style of the play.

. imagine that you are waking up and everything you

see yo; see as if you hfive just been born and are just seeing

the‘worid for the first time. For the archetyel think about

flowers, etc. flhis awakening must be combined with the style.

It must be the special guioty - until you get it you will

always bo doing the usual way.

VIf I have the chair I have to find my cormectiou

with the chair - if 1 want to laafla it 1 leave it definitely,

not vaguely or "in general.‘ In this style everything is done

separately and completely, to produce the whole. Every moment

is the "jugglor" style — tricks.


